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ABSTRACT The energetics for binding of a diphenyl diamidine antitrypanosomal agent CGP 40215A to DNA have been
studied by spectroscopy, isothermal titration calorimetry, and surface plasmon resonance biosensor methods. Both amidines
are positively charged under experimental conditions, but the linking group for the two phenyl amidines has a pKa of 6.3 that is
susceptible to a protonation process. Spectroscopic studies indicate an increase of 2.7 pKa units in the linking group when the
compound binds to an A/T minor-groove site. Calorimetric titrations in different buffers and pH conditions support the proton-
linkage process and are in a good agreement with spectroscopic titrations. The two methods established a proton-uptake profile
as a function of pH. The exothermic enthalpy of complex formation varies with different pH conditions. The observed binding
enthalpy increases as a function of temperature indicating a negative heat capacity change that is typical for DNA minor-groove
binders. Solvent accessible surface area calculations suggest that surface burial accounts for about one-half of the observed
intrinsic negative heat capacity change. Biosensor and calorimetric experiments indicate that the binding affinities vary with pH
values and salt concentrations due to protonation and electrostatic interactions. The surface plasmon resonance binding
studies indicate that the charge density per phosphate in DNA hairpins is smaller than that in polymers. Energetic contributions
from different factors were also estimated for the ligand/DNA complex.

INTRODUCTION

Proton uptake or release is often found in biological systems

where protonation or deprotonation processes occur upon

interactions or folding (1,2). With proteins, for example, a

number of trypsin/thrombin inhibitors have been found to be

protonated upon binding (3), and the protonation of cytosine-

rich DNA sequences is observed upon folding into an i-motif

(4). A typical example for small molecule-nucleic acid sys-

tems is the protonation of aminoglycosides on interaction

with the RNA major groove (5–8). A number of DNA inter-

calators also have proton linkages to binding interactions

(9,10). Consequently, the thermal stability of these structures

or complexes is highly pH-dependent, and their binding

affinities vary with proton activity. For nucleic acid systems,

theoretical treatments have led to the proposal that the DNA

minor-groove environment is more acidic than its surround-

ings (11). Experimental probing of the minor groove with

carboxylic groups in mixed sequences has confirmed the

calculated results (12). This acidic environment presumably

plays a critical role in protonation of ligands with basic groups

that have pK values in an appropriate range. It is interesting,

however, that there has been no detailed study of a binding-

linked protonation of a minor-groove binding agent.

The compound CGP 40215A (Fig. 1) (13) has four unique

properties distinguishing it from other DNA binding agents.

First, it has been found to have biological activity against a

number of parasitic microorganisms (14,15). Second, al-

though CGP 40215A lacks the curvature usually seen with

DNA minor-groove binders, DNA interaction studies indi-

cate a high binding affinity with AT-rich sequences. A wide

range of biophysical techniques including DNase I foot-

printing, ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy, circular and linear

dichroism, surface plasmon resonance, x-ray crystallography,

and molecular dynamics simulations have illustrated that CGP

40215A binds strongly to AT-rich sequences of DNA duplexes

in the minor groove (16–18). Third, x-ray structural results

show that a bound water molecule is involved in H-bond

interactions between an amidinium of the compound and

DNA. Fourth, preliminary studies have also shown partial

protonation of the ligand near physiological pH. This ligand/

DNA complex thus represents a unique system for investi-

gation of both protonation-linked processes and the influence

of a directly bound water molecule in minor-groove complex

formation. Here, the proton linkage (uptake) to the binding at

equilibrium is studied in detail using absorption spectral pH

titration and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). The ener-

getics of electrostatic interactions in complex formation are also

characterized by measuring the binding affinities under differ-

ent salt concentrations using surface plasmon resonance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Absorption spectral titrations

CGP 40215A was synthesized as previously described (13) and used with an

extinction coefficient e327 ¼ 25,300 cm�1 M�1 (water, room temperature).

Because the maximum absorption wavelength varies with the solution pH,

the extinction coefficient at an isobestic wavelength (327 nm) was used. The

DNA concentration was determined using the nearest-neighbor method

(19–21). For pKa determinations, the compound was dissolved in 0.1 M

NaCl in a 3-mL cell (5.8mM) and titrated with NaOH solution. Concentrated

HCl solution was used to make the solution near pH 3 at the beginning. For

bound pKa determination the complex solution (2.3 3 10�8 mol compound
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and 4.6 3 10�8 mol duplex d(GCGAATTCGC)2) in 0.1 M NaCl was

titrated with NaOH solution in a similar manner. The normalized absorbance

changes, Y (the fraction of unprotonated linker), as a function of pH values

were fitted with a derived form of the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation to

obtain pKa values of the free and bound ligand:

Y ¼ ½10ðpH�pKaÞ�=½11 ð10ðpH�pKaÞÞ�: (1)

The fraction of protons, nabs, linked over this range of pH can be described as

nabs ¼ Yfree � Ybound; (2)

where Yfree is the fitted titration curve of free ligand and Ybound that of bound

ligand.

Isothermal titration calorimetry

Calorimetric experiments were performed with a VP-ITC (MicroCal,

Northampton, MA). The instrument was electrically calibrated with heat

pulses and chemically calibrated by titration with the following pairs of

reagents: RNase A/29CMP, BaCl2/18-Crown-6, and HCl/THAM, as

described previously (22). Within experimental error, the obtained values

are in agreement with literature values (23–25).

To evaluate the linked protonation equilibrium, calorimetric experiments

were conducted at 25�C in two pairs of buffers at two different pHs. The

buffer solutions include cacodylate buffer (0.01 M cacodylic acid, 0.1 M

NaCl, 0.001 M EDTA, pH 6.25), MES buffer (0.01 M [2-(N-morpholi-

no)ethanesulfonic acid, 0.1 M NaCl, and 0.001 M EDTA, pH 6.25), TES

buffer (0.01 M N-tris(hydroxymethyl) methyl-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid,

0.1 M NaCl, and 0.001 M EDTA, pH 7.45), HEPES buffer (0.01 M N-(2-
hydroxyethyl)piperazine-N9-(2-ethanesulfonic acid), 0.1 M NaCl, and 0.001

M EDTA, pH 7.45). These pairs of buffers have close pKa values yet

different heats of ionization. The heats of ionization of the buffers are from

the results of Fukada and Takahashi (MES, 3.712 kcal/mol; cacodylate,

�0.468 kcal/mol; TES, 7.825 kcal/mol; HEPES, 5.022 kcal/mol) (26).

The DNA polymer poly(dAdT)�poly(dAdT) (0.12 mM basepairs) was

calorimetrically titrated with 3-mL injections of 0.47 mM CGP 40215A at

25�C in MES buffer. Blank titrations were conducted by injecting the ligand

into the buffers under the same conditions. The corrected heat profile was

obtained by subtracting the blank titration heat from the raw heat and the

corrected result was fitted using the Origin software provided with the

instrument (Origin, version 5.0, MicroCal).

The observed enthalpy change per mol of complex formation can be

expressed as

DHobs ¼ DHint 1 ncalðDHLp 1DHiÞ; (3)

whereDHint is the intrinsic heat of binding of the fully protonated ligand; ncal
is the number of mol of linked protons determined calorimetrically; DHLp is

the heat of ligand protonation; and DHi is the heat of dissociation of the

protonated buffer

For a system of two buffers (b1 and b2) at the same pH, the number of

mols of protons linked per mol of complex formation can be evaluated as

ncal ¼ ðDHobsb1� DHobsb2Þ=ðDHib1� DHib2Þ: (4)

Calorimetric titrations of the ligand into the AATT DNA hairpin,

d(CGAATTCGTCTCCGAATTCG) (loop in bold) solution, were con-

ducted at different temperatures to determine the heat capacity change. The

DNA sample was heated before the titration above its Tm value and rapidly

cooled down in ice to assure the hairpin species is dominant. The DNA

(2 mM of hairpin) inside the cell was titrated with 5-mL injections of 0.05 mM

ligand. Blank titrations were conducted in a similar manner without the

DNA. It was observed that the heat of the blank titration is about �1 kcal/

mol from 288 K to 318 K, pH 6.25. The blank titration heat was subtracted

from the uncorrected CGP/DNA titration heat, and the data was fitted to a

1:1 binding model to obtain the free energy, binding enthalpy, and entropy.

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensor

The binding affinities of the ligand to DNA hairpins at different salt

concentrations were determined using a BIACORE 3000 (Biacore, Uppsala,

Sweden) instrument with SA chips. The DNA immobilization was conducted

by manual injection of a 14-nM 59biotinated DNA hairpin solution onto the

desired flowcell at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. Typically, an amount of ;400

resonance units (RU) was immobilized on each flow cell. Three flow cells

contained DNA and one was left blank for reference. The binding sensorgrams

(in MES buffer at various salt amounts with 0.0005% P20 surfactant) were

collected by injecting a series of ligand concentrations at a flow rate of 20 ml/

min for a 10-min period followed by a 6-min dissociation time. A long

injection time was used to obtain a steady-state plateau of sufficient data

points to average. Steady-state methods lose kinetic information but eliminate

any mass transport effects. The flow-cell surfaces were regenerated by

multiple 1-min injections of a concentrated salt solution. The response in RU

was normalized to fraction bound by dividing the averaged steady-state

responses by the predicted maximum response, RUpred, per bound ligand, as

previously described (27). A plot of this normalized response, r, versus

ligand concentration was generated and fitted with a one-site model. The

ligand concentration in the flow is the free ligand concentration, Cfree:

r ¼ ðKa 3 CfreeÞ=ð11Ka 3 CfreeÞ: (5)

Heat capacity changes

The heat capacity change on complex formation can be predicted as described

for protein systems (28) with protonation/deprotonation terms added.

DCptotal ¼ DCphe 1DCpv 1DCpnc 1DCpp

1DCpdp 1DCpot; (6)

where DCphe is from hydrophobic effects associated with the burial of non-

polar areas. This term can be evaluated from calculating solvent accessible

surface area change (DSASA); thus, the term DCphe is used interchangeably

with DCpSASA. The terms DCpv and DCpnc are, respectively, from internal

vibrations/stretching of covalent bonds and from vibrations of noncovalent

interactions. The term DCpp is from protonation of ligand, and DCpdp is

from the deprotonation of buffer component. The heat capacity change that

arises from secondary structure effect, DCpnc, is small and evaluated as

�0.0087 (DSASA)total (29,31), and the contribution from the deprotonation

of buffer, DCpdp, is nHDCpbuffer (26), where nH is the number of protons

uptaken per mol of complex, and DCpbuffer is the heat capacity change of

buffer deprotonation. The last term DCpot is from other factors such as ion-

pair and bound water and surface water (32–36).

The heat capacity change associated with the burial of polar/nonpolar

areas, DCpSASA, was computed from the change in SASA of the CGP/DNA

complex (Nucleic Acid Database id, DD0052; Protein Data Bank id, 1M6F)

(37), free DNA duplexes, and the free ligand. The areas were calculated with

a probe radius of 1.4 Å using GRASP (38) with the default radii or Cornell

et al. radii with a probe radius of 1.7683 Å. (39) The structures were initially

processed with SYBYL 6.9 (Tripos, St. Louis, MO). Water, ions, and other

unknown atoms were removed, and hydrogen atoms were added. Carbon,

carbon-bound hydrogen, and phosphorous atoms are designated as nonpolar

atoms, and all others are polar. Consequently, the 12-mer DNA duplex

FIGURE 1 Structure of CGP 40215A.
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(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 has 288 polar atoms and 470 nonpolar atoms, and

the ligand has 21 polar atoms and 27 nonpolar atoms. The changes in SASA

of the polar and nonpolar areas of the free DNA and free ligand were

calculated as followed:

DSASA ¼ SASAcomplex � ðSASAfree�dna 1 SASAfree�ligandÞ: (7)

The SASAfree-dna term was calculated using the DNA duplex from the

complex with the ligand removed (17), from the average of five NMR

structures (40), or from an x-ray structure of the duplex (41), The heat

capacity change arising from the burial of polar (Ap) and nonpolar areas

(Anp) upon binding is estimated using three different models and two

different radii sets. The models were empirically derived from amide

transfer/protein folding (Eq. 8) (42–45), from protein folding (Eq. 9) (29–

31,46,47), or from a set of five DNA-intercalator complexes (Eq. 10) (48):

DCpSASA ¼ ð0:32 6 0:04ÞDAnp� ð0:14 6 0:04ÞDAp; (8)

DCpSASA ¼ ð0:45 6 0:02ÞDAnp� ð0:26 6 0:03ÞDAp
1 ð0:17 6 0:07ÞDAOH; (9)

DCpSASA ¼ ð0:382 6 0:026ÞDAnp� ð0:121 6 0:077ÞDAp:
(10)

The electrostatic contribution was estimated with (49)

DGelec ¼ Zu 3 R 3 T 3 ln½Na1 �; where

ðd logðKobsÞ=d logð½a1
Na�ÞÞ ¼ �Zu; (11)

where Z is the charge of the ligand, and u is the fraction of Na1 per

phosphate.

RESULTS

Spectrophotometric titrations and pKa values

The ultraviolet-visible pH titration spectra of free CGP

40215A and the CGP/d(GCGAATTCGC)2 complex in 100

mM NaCl are shown in Fig. 2. Spectral changes upon

addition of NaOH to an acidic solution of the compound or

complex are similar to previous observations in water (18).

Fitting the spectral changes from spectrophotometric pH

titrations for free CGP 40215A and DNA-bound CGP

40215A in 100 mM NaCl yielded pKa values of 6.3 6 0.1

and 9.0 6 0.1, respectively (Fig. 2), which indicates an

increase of 2.7 pKa units between the free and bound ligand

under these conditions. Near the end of the titration (pH;6.7),

the free ligand appears to behave nonideally. The fit of the data

with the last four data points removed, however, is insignif-

icantly different from the fit when those points are included.

The linked protonation profile (n) of the ligand can be

described by the difference in the pH titration curves of free

and bound ligand, which defines the difference in bound

proton for free and DNA-bound CGP. The maximum proton

uptake at n ¼ 0.92 occurs at pH 7.7. Benzamidine groups are

known to have pKa values .10 (50,51) and are not

significantly deprotonated in the pH range below 10 (Fig. 2).

For pH titrations of the complex, excess DNA was added to a

CGP concentration that was high enough to ensure the

complete binding of the compound. Although the DNA Tm
is known to be decreased at very high or low pHs, the

temperatures and the pH range in this study are below the Tm.

The ITC binding studies in acetate buffer confirm the binding

at pH 5.00. At pH 10, it is expected that the binding affinity is

reduced because of the compound linker deprotonation.

Spectrophotometric titration spectra of the DNA into the

ligand at pH 10 exhibit an isobestic point at 371 nm (see

Supplemental Material, Fig. S2) and, based on the absorbance

changes, indicate the complete binding of CGP under the pH

titration conditions.

Calorimetric titrations

Calorimetric titration curves of poly(dAdT) � poly(dAdT)
with CGP 40215A at pH 6.25 (in cacodylate or MES buffer)

are shown in Fig. 3. The corrected heat profile shows that the

transition of the primary binding occurs at a compound/

DNAbasepair ratio of around 0.12, equivalent to 1 compound

per 8 base pairs. The observed enthalpy change is different in

the two experiments and this is caused by the difference in

ionization heats of the two buffers. It was observed that an

enthalpy change arising from much weaker nonspecific

binding is observable at higher ratios of compound to DNA

in MES or cacodylate buffer (Fig. 3). Therefore, the results

were fitted using the Origin 5.0 software with a sequential

binding site model that accounts for the strong primary site

and weak nonspecific sites. Similar titrations were conducted

in TES or HEPES buffer at pH 7.45. It was found from the

calorimetric titration results and Eq. 4 that the number of

protons being taken up upon complex formation is 0.49 at

pH 6.25 and 0.87 at pH 7.45. These values are consistent

with those predicted from spectrophotometric titrations as

shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1. From these values, the pKa of

bound ligand was calculated to be 8.9 6 0.5 at pH 6.25 and

8.66 0.5 at pH 7.45. Calorimetric methods were also used to

FIGURE 2 Fractional absorbance change of the free (n) and bound (d)

ligand, and the fractional proton uptake (s). Solid lines are the fits using Eq.

1; the pKa values are 6.36 0.1 and 9.06 0.1 for the free and bound ligands,

respectively. Maximum proton uptake occurs at pH 7.7. Calorimetric

titration results at two pH values (h) are also plotted, illustrating a good

agreement.
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probe the effects of oligomer/polymer on the proton uptake.

The consistency in fraction of proton uptake at two different

pHs from two methods confirms that the protonation is the

same on DNA oligomers as on DNA polymers. This simi-

larity of the results also suggests that under these conditions

experimental results with oligomers are not significantly in-

fluenced by end effects.

Isothermal titration of the DNA hairpin AATT with the

ligand was conducted at various temperatures to obtain the

CGP binding enthalpies as a function of temperature. It

should be emphasized that the observed binding enthalpies

include intrinsic binding enthalpy coupled with ligand proton-

ation and the buffer deprotonation heat. A representative ITC

curve at 298 K and a fit of its integrated areas are shown in Fig.

4. A plot of the observed enthalpy changes as a function of

temperature is shown in Fig. 5. This plot can be fitted within

experimental errors by a linear fit, suggesting that the heat

capacity change is constant in this temperature range and equal

to –155 6 16 cal/(mol�K) at pH 6.25. Calorimetric titrations

were also conducted at a lower pH (acetate buffer, pH 5), where

proton uptake upon binding is minimized. Linear fitting of the

observed binding enthalpies as a function of temperature at the

lower pH yields a larger negative slope, �234 6 11 cal/

(mol�K). (Fig. 5).

FIGURE 3 ITC titrations of CGP with poly(dAdT) � poly(dAdT) in MES

and cacodylate buffers. Top panel is a representative titration curve of 3-mL

injections of 0.473 mM CGP into 0.12 mM DNA base pairs in cacodylate

buffer at pH 6.25, 25�C. Bottom panel is a plot of integrated heats per mol of

CGP in cacodylate buffer (d) and in MES buffer (n) versus the ratio of the

ligand to DNA base pairs. The primary binding occurs at a ratio of 0.125 that

is equivalent to one compound per eight base pairs. It can be seen that 1), a

significant difference in the heat release occurs at the primary binding

between the two buffers under the same conditions; and 2), secondary

binding to the polymer occurs at higher ratios in both buffers.

TABLE 1 Summary of observed binding enthalpies in two

different buffers at two different pH values

pH DHobs (kcal/mol) (buffer) pKa bound* ncal nabs ncal/nabs

6.25
�8.77 (cacodylate)

8.9 6 0.5 0.49 0.49 1.0�6.73 (MES)

7.45
�6.30 (TES)

8.6 6 0.5 0.87 0.91 0.95�8.74 (HEPES)

The pKa values and fractions of proton uptake (n) at two pH values from

calorimetric and absorption spectrophotometric titrations are also shown.

ncal, fraction of protons uptake determined from calorimetric titrations using

Eq. 4; nabs, fraction of proton uptake determined from absorption spec-

troscopic titrations using Eq. 2.

*The calculated pKa values of bound ligand using calorimetric results and

pKa. The pKa values of the free and bound ligand obtained from fitting of

spectroscopic data are 6.3 6 0.1 and 9.0 6 0.1, respectively.

FIGURE 4 An isothermal calorimetric titration curve of CGP 40215A

into AATT hairpin solution. Every peak represents the heat released from a

5-ml injection of 50 mM CGP into 2 mM oligomer concentration in MES

buffer with 0.1 M NaCl, pH 6.25 at 298 K. The corrected heat was fitted to

obtain thermodynamic binding parameters.
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SPR biosensor and affinities

The binding constants under various salt concentrations and

pHs were also determined by SPR with an immobilized

DNA hairpin. Typical sensorgrams for the interaction of

CGP 40215A with the AATT binding site in HEPES buffer

(pH 7.45) are shown in Fig. 6 together with a fitting plot. As

expected from electrostatic competition, the binding affinity

is decreased at higher salt concentrations. The binding constant

drops ;3.4 times when the salt concentration is doubled.

Based on the polyelectrolyte theory (49,52), the number of

counterions released and the electrostatic contribution to the

observed binding free energies can be estimated. The binding

constants at various salt concentrations and two different pH

conditions are plotted and linearly fitted in Fig. 7. The slopes,

�Zf, are �2.1 6 0.1 at pH 6.25 and �2.06 0.2 at pH 7.45.

Under the same salt concentrations, the binding affinities are

reduced at higher pHs, supporting a linked-protonation equi-

librium. The counterion density per phosphate is f ¼ 0.88

for DNA B-form polymer (49,52). Since an AATT binding

site is in the central region of the DNA, we assume this value is

a good approximation, and the counterion release values, Z,
were calculated to be 2.4 and 2.3 at pH 6.25 and 7.45,

respectively. These values are higher than that of a dication,

confirming an additional charge of the ligand upon complex

formation. The free energy from electrostatic interactions,

DGelec, is computed using Eq. 11. At pH 6.25, 298 K, and 0.1

M NaCl, the electrostatic component contributes about –2.9

kcal/mol to the total binding energetics. As expected, this

electrostatic contribution becomes smaller at higher salt

concentrations, and the reduction of this component contrib-

utes to reduced binding affinities at high salt concentrations.

The SPR experiments were not conducted at salt concentra-

tions ,50 mM to minimize the possible electrostatic interac-

tion between the positively charged ligand and the flow-cell

surface.

SASA and heat capacity change

Although a number of factors can influence the heat capacity

change on complex formation, a relationship between the

solvent-accessible surface area change and the heat capacity

change has been derived for diverse processes. For DNA

FIGURE 5 Effects of solution pH on the heat capacity change. In MES

buffer (10 mM MES, 0.1 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 6.25), linear fitting of

the observed binding enthalpy as a function of temperature yields a slope of

–1556 16 cal/(mol�K). The slope becomes more negative (�234 6 11 cal/

(mol�K)) in acetate buffer (10 mM acetate, 0.1 M NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH

5.00), where proton linkage is minimized.

FIGURE 6 SPR binding affinities. Top panel is a plot of sensorgrams for

the interaction of CGP with 59biotin-CGAATTCGTCTCCGAATTCG-39
hairpins in HEPES buffer at pH 7.45, 0.2 M NaCl, and 25�C. Bottom panel

is a plot of stoichiometry-normalized binding isotherms at three different

NaCl concentrations: 0.1 M, 0.2 M, and 0.4 M.

FIGURE 7 Binding affinities at different salt concentrations and two dif-

ferent pHs. The dependence of free energies on salt concentrations at pH 6.25

and pH 7.45. The slopes are �2.1 at pH 6.25 and �2.0 at pH 7.45. Using

these slopes and the ligand charges, the counterion density per phosphate at

the binding site is 0.68 6 0.02.
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interactions, the prediction is based on the area change (polar

and nonpolar) between the complex and free DNA and free

ligand. The surface area of free DNA was calculated from

the NMR solution structure of a 12-mer AATT duplex (40),

the x-ray structure of DNA duplex alone (41), or the DNA

extracted from the complex (17). For comparison, two

different sets of radii were used: the default set in GRASP

(38) and the Cornell et al. radii (39). Traditionally, a water

probe radius of 1.4 Å is used in calculations of SASA. To be

consistent with use of the Cornell radii, a probe radius of

1.7683 Å is used. This radii set has been widely used in

molecular dynamic simulations of nucleic acids, yielding

successful results (53–55). Although the total areas are

compatible for two methods, the computed nonpolar areas

using GRASP radii are consistently lower than those using

Cornell et al. radii (Table 2 and Supplementary Material,

Table S2). This is the result of different radii assignments.

Calculations with the Cornell et al. radii yield heat capacity

change values that are close to the experimental values.

The calculated results using GRASP radii are available in

Supplementary Material. The results of the polar and non-

polar areas of the DNA and its complex with the ligand using

the Cornell et al. radii are summarized in Table 2, and an

illustration of solvent-accessible surface area of the whole

complex is shown in Fig. 8. As seen in this figure, the ligand

is deeply submerged within the minor groove of the DNA

and largely shielded from the solvent, despite its relatively

linear shape. The areas of the free unbound DNA extracted

from the complex are within the error of the average from

five NMR structures. The SASA results from NMR struc-

tures or the DNA extracted from the complex indicate that

.80% of the total area of the ligand is buried when it binds

to DNA (nearly equal contributions of polar and nonpolar

components: 52% and 48%, respectively). Only ;4–5% of

total DNA area is buried and.80% of this total comes from

the nonpolar component (see Table 2). As shown in Table 2,

the results obtained from the free DNA x-ray structure are

smaller than those obtained from unbound DNA or NMR

structures. This suggests that the x-ray structure is somewhat

compact relative to the solution structure in terms of SASA.

Although its polar area is in agreement with the unbound or

NMR structures, its nonpolar area is remarkably reduced.

The predicted hydrophobic contribution to the heat capacity

change was evaluated using empirical derived relations (Eqs.

8–10). A summary of the results using three different equa-

tions and different DNAs is shown in Table 3.

Enthalpy and heat capacity change

A profile of the observed enthalpy changes as a function of

pH value (from 5 to 7) was obtained by conducting the

titrations in a buffer solution consisting of MES (pKa ¼ 6.2)

and TES (pKa¼ 7.5) (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1). The

observed heats vary with pH, as expected. At 298 K, as pH

increases, the observed enthalpy change varies significantly,

indicating the linkage between the heat of protonation of the

ligand and deprotonation of the MES buffer. At pH 5, the

free ligand is almost fully protonated (no uptake occurs upon

binding); the observed value is the intrinsic enthalpy, �5

kcal/mol. This value is consistent with the result in acetate

buffer at pH 5. At pH 6.25 in MES buffer, the observed

TABLE 2 Calculations of solvent-accessible surface area (Å2)

Polar area (Ap) Nonpolar area (Anp) Total area

Complex 2747 2045 4792

Bound DNA 2693 1951 4643

Bound ligand 54 95 149

Unbound ligand 361 414 774

Unbound DNA* 2740 2135 4875

Free NMR DNAy 2707 631 2143 6 87 4851 6 77

X-ray structurez 2705 2008 4714

DA* ¼ �354 DA* ¼ �503 DA* ¼ �858

DAy ¼ �321 DAy ¼ �512 DAy ¼ �833

DAz ¼ �319 DAz ¼ �377 DAz ¼ �696

SASA values were found using GRASP (38) with Cornell et al. radii with a

probe radius of 1.7683 Å (39).

*The DNA structure is extracted from the complex (17).
yThe average of five NMR structures (40).
zThe DNA structure is from x-ray experiments in NaCl (41).

FIGURE 8 Solvent-accessible surface area of the complex generated by

the GRASP program. A view is at the minor groove with the ligand bound at

the AATT site. The polar atoms are in red and nonpolar atoms are in white.

Arrays of polar phosphate-bound oxygen atoms are visible along the DNA

backbone. The red areas in the minor groove are the nitrogen, and nitrogen-

bound hydrogen atoms of the ligand. The accessible surface was generated

using Cornell et al radii (39) with a probe radius of 1.7683 Å.
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enthalpy is �5.8 kcal/mol as shown in Fig. 5. Thus, a dif-

ference of �0.8 kcal/mol includes the heat of protonation of

ligand and deprotonation of MES. Under these conditions,

there is ;0.5 mol of MES buffer deprotonation and 0.5 mol

ligand protonation. The heat of deprotonation of MES buffer

is ;3.7 kcal/mol (26). Thus, for one mol of complex, 1.85

kcal/mol of heat comes from MES deprotonation and, there-

fore, a net heat of �2.65 kcal/mol comes from ligand pro-

tonation. In other words, the heat of protonation of ligand

linker, DHLp, is about �5.3 kcal/mol (Eq. 3).

The observed heat capacity change may be described as a

collective contribution of several factors, as shown in Eq. 6.

At 298 K, the heat capacity change from the noncovalent

interactions, DCpnc, contributes about16 to17 cal/(mol�K)
(29–31), and that of vibrating/stretching of covalent bonds

is presumably negligible (DCpv ¼ 0). At pH 5.00, the pro-

tonation upon binding is minimized; DCpp and DCpdp
approach zero. All of the above contribute only a small frac-

tion of the observed intrinsic value, �234 6 11 cal/(mol�K).
The heat capacity change from SASA calculations (Table 3)

accounts for 40–60% of this intrinsic value, indicating that the

contribution from other factors, DCpot, is significantly large and
negative.

At pH 6.25, the heat capacity change from deprotonation

of the buffer, DCpdp (DCpdp-MES ¼ 3.8 cal/(mol�K)) (26),
contributes only 2 cal/mol�K to the observed value of �155

cal/(mol�K) (Fig. 5). Therefore, the difference in heat capac-

ity change at pH 6.25 and pH 5.00 (180 cal/(mol�K)) comes

from the combined heat capacity changes, DCpp 1 DCpot.
Two factors that are not included specifically in the above

analysis are the effect of the bound water and compound

‘‘seesaw’’ dynamics (17,18). In fact, it has been proposed that

hydrogen bonds, solvent water, and polar groups are signif-

icant sources of the heat capacity change (34–36,56).

DISCUSSION

As noted above, a number of intercalators, as well as major

groove binding aminoglycosides and proteins have linked-

proton binding processes that are coupled to nucleic acid

complex formation (1–3,5–10). The combination of spec-

troscopic and ITC methods used in analyzing the CGP DNA

interactions shows clearly that AT-specific minor-groove

binding compounds can also have proton uptake linked to

complex formation. Titration results in Fig. 2 illustrate that

CGP acquires an additional proton on the linker group when

it binds to DNA at physiological conditions. This is expected,

since the linker is an extended, conjugated guanidine analog.

A large shift in pKa value supports the linkage of protonation

of the guanidine group to the binding, and shows that the

binding energetics are enhanced when the linker is protonated.

Experiments have shown that DNA grooves can be as much

as two pH units lower than the surrounding solvent (12), and it

is thus reasonable to have an increase of 2.7 units for the CGP

linker. Protonation of the linker should also be enhanced by

stronger hydrogen bonds with the thymine O2 atoms in the

complex that are possible after protonation. Measurements of

equilibrium constants at different salt concentrations (Fig. 6)

show that the linker-protonated CGP has three electrostatic

interactions with DNA. Besides enhancing H-bondings and

providing additional electrostatic interactions that occur after

protonation of the linker, the linker protonation also yields a

symmetrical compound structure that contributes to symmet-

ric ‘‘seesaw’’ H-bond dynamics, as previously described

(17,18). Linker protonation thus seems to be a unique feature

of the binding and interaction dynamics of the CGP complex.

Because of significant oligomer end effects, salt concen-

tration can have a different influence on cationic interaction

with DNA oligomers and polymers (57–60). Short oligomers

have lower charge density and less counterion release per

bound cation than polymers. The counterion density per

phosphate at the ends of DNA oligomers is smaller than the

average value of 0.88 Na1 per phosphate of DNA polymers

(49,52) and only approaches the polymer value several base

pairs in from the ends. Thus, the use of f ¼ 0.88 in the SPR

binding studies under different pH values and salt concen-

trations yields the counterion release values of 2.38 and 2.26,

which are lower than expected for a tricationic ligand. These

values indicate that the counterion density per phosphate,

f¼ 0.88, is an overestimated value for a short DNA hairpin,

as expected. Back calculations predict a counterion density

per phosphate of 0.68 6 0.02 under these conditions for this

oligomer and this is reasonable for the central region of short

DNA hairpins. The value agrees well with predictions for

other short oligomers (57,59).

It has been empirically shown that a number of factors,

including the burial of nonpolar area contributes to negative

heat capacity changes on biopolymer complex formation

(29,43–45,47). This hydrophobic effect may contribute

significantly to the observed negative heat capacity changes

TABLE 3 Heat capacity change (cal/(mol�K)) from SASA change for the interaction of CGP with the AATT site

Eq. 8 (44) DCphe/DCpobs Eq. 9 (29) DCphe/DCpobs Eq. 10 (48) DCphe/DCpobs

Unbound DNA �111 6 34 0.47 �134 6 21 0.57 �149 6 40 0.64

NMR �119 6 33 0.51 �147 6 20 0.63 �157 6 38 0.67

X-ray �76 6 28 0.32 �87 6 17 0.37 �105 6 34 0.45

The calculated values were obtained from the Cornell et al. radii (39) using Eqs. 8–10 and three different DNA duplex structures of the same sequence from

NMR or x-ray experiments (see text and Table 2). The ratios of the calculated hydrophobic heat capacity change to the experimentally observed value at pH

5.00 (�234 6 11 cal/(mol�K)) are also shown.
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for small molecule-DNA interactions (48,61). In addition, it

has also been shown that trapping of a water molecule, as in

the CGP complex, can lead to an additional negative heat

capacity change (34). From the total buried area in the DNA

minor groove on complex formation, it is clear that significant

nonpolar surface of DNA is involved in the binding. The

buried polar surface is considerably smaller and 80% of

the total buried area is nonpolar. This is consistent with the

prediction that hydrophobic interactions play a major role in

complex formation. This may seem counterintuitive consid-

ering that the minor groove contains polar hydrogen acceptors

such as O2 of thymine and N3 of adenine. However, a close

inspection of the SASA of the DNA duplex (NMR structure,

model 1) reveals that the majority of nonpolar buried area

comes from the walls of the minor groove, where sugar rings

and phosphorus atoms are predominant (Supplementary Ma-

terials, Fig. S3). This nonpolar characteristic of the minor-

groove wall makes a significant contribution to the hydrophobic

energetics upon interaction with minor-groove binders. This

factor may need more attention in the design of minor-groove

binding agents and optimizing binding affinities. The nonpolar

characteristic of the minor groove is not entirely unexpected. It

has been suggested from experiments with a minor-groove

binding ligand that the minor groove in the AT sequence has

strong nonpolar characteristics and a low dielectric constant

(62). The low dielectric characteristic of the environment at the

DNA grooves relative to bulk solvent has also been concluded

for unbound grooves (63,64).

The intrinsic heat capacity change of the CGP/DNA

complex (�234 cal/(mol�K)) at pH 5 is comparable to other

small molecule/DNA complexes (65). By measuring the heat

capacity at pH 5.00, where the free CGP linker is protonated,

the heat capacity change associated with proton uptake is

avoided. This effect could be large as previously noted in pro-

teins (66). The calculated DCpSASA accounts for only about

half of the intrinsic value observed at pH 5.00. Therefore, the

remaining portion must come from other factors, such as the

bound water, polar groups, complex dynamics, or ion effects

(DCpot) (32,33,56,67). It has been recently shown that a bound
water molecule can contribute significantly to the overall heat

capacity change (�18 cal/(mol�K)) (34). It has been also noted
that the hydrophobic burial alone cannot fully account for the

negative heat capacity change, especially when there is a sig-

nificant conformation change (68). However, in this complex

there is no significant conformation difference between the free

and bound DNA.

In summary, the DNA binding properties of a linear

minor-groove binding antitrypanosomal agent have been

characterized. Upon complex formation at physiological

conditions, spectroscopic and calorimetric studies indicate

that the nitrogen-rich linker of the compound takes up a

proton that leads to a total charge of 13. Biosensor binding

studies with a short DNA hairpin indicate favorable electro-

static interactions of the protonated compound with DNA.

Energetic decomposition (Supplementary Materials) sug-

gests that the hydrophobic effect is one of the key players in

driving the interaction, and other factors are also essential to

yield the observed strong binding interaction of CGP with

DNA.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

An online supplement to this article can be found by visiting

BJ Online at http://www.biophysj.org.
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